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Agenda and speakers

Accompanying 
Training material

Training Academy

https://www.hsbooster.eu/training-academy/european-standardisation-system
https://www.hsbooster.eu/training-academy/european-standardisation-system
https://www.hsbooster.eu/training-academy
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Mentimeter Sessions

SESSION 1: Please name three words that you associate with 
European harmonized standards 

https://www.menti.com/alnr7nx1cb1t
The voting code 2509 4590

SESSION 2: Please name other standardisation deliverables than 
European Standards (ENs) produced by ESOs

https://www.menti.com/al5stzu7mgc6
The voting code 47 90 86 9

https://www.menti.com/alnr7nx1cb1t
https://www.menti.com/al5stzu7mgc6
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Mentimeter Sessions

SESSION 3: What benefits/outcomes would you like from standards? 
(more than one answer can be relevant)

https://www.menti.com/alamgrjxw6rd
The voting code 5418 4813

SESSION 4: What do you consider to be the main barrier(s) to 
researchers getting engaged in standardisation?

https://www.menti.com/alshhjw4k8y1
The voting code 6808 3193

https://www.menti.com/alamgrjxw6rd
https://www.menti.com/alshhjw4k8y1
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Participants

72  Registered Participants

AI-PROFICIENT

Bio-LUSH

Carbo4Power

DEDICAT 6G

DIMOFAC

FCH2RAIL

FOIL’ON

HELIOS

IMPORTANT

LIVING PORTS

MARVEL

NebulOus

NGI search

ONTOCHAIN

TRUSTCHAIN

PERSEUS

PLASTICE

PREcycling

ROADVIEW

ROMSOC

SINGLE

SNS OPS

StandICT.eu2026

TALOS AI4SSH

TwinERGY

VALUECARE

DAT4ZERO

19 Countries

Spain

Greece

Belgium

Italy

Germany

28 R&I projects represented
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Serious Smiling Game – 20th June
Limited spaces (25)

Attend only to engage

Negotiation skills in standards setting

No reading emails!

& play live at EURAS 28-29 June

Standards users and the use of 
standards – 23th June
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15/06/2023 HSbooster.eu Overview

Services available to ongoing and completed projects funded under H2020, Horizon Europe and Digital Europe
Services are free of charge | Experts are paid for their effort.
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“Mrs Hatzopoulou provided me with an

excellent overview of the ISO processes and

guidance on the next steps after the voting of

the 24/3 ISO meeting for the PWI 17618..”

“We received great feedback from the Expert in relationship to the next (and final) steps related

to the standardization topic in our project. Beyond discussing approach and established

engagements with SOs, the expert advised us on how to create sustainable contributions with a

so-called CEN Workshop Agreement (CWA) for the topic of OSCAL..”

“The meeting focused on identifying project partners who could support or

lead the standardization activities, addressing any potential intellectual
property rights (IPR) issues or obstacles, and assigning internal scores to
each standardization potential. The EPE took the initiative to research
missing information on relevant standards and committees prior to the
meeting.….”

“SAREF @ ETSI (SAREF4CITY extension): Propose the data model / ontology
from Policy Cloud as a complement to SAREF4CITY.
TC SmartM2M is having their next meeting on 14/03 (next one early July)
Identify an ETSI member in the Policy Cloud consortium willing to attend the
meeting.
Prepare a presentation describing the Policy Cloud framework, the data
model / ontology developed by the project. Attend the ETSI meeting and
make the presentation to understand if TC SmartM2M is interested”

A

“Apply for delegation on CEN TC 350. Contact the CTN 198, if not possible to
access throughmirror committees, ask to act as liasion.
CEN TC 350 -WG1 "Environmental performance ofbuildings
NE 15804; SustainabiltyAssesment at product level.
UNE 15978; Sustainability assessment at building level…..”

Expert reports

Project feedback

“We extremely appreciated the

communication with a human consultant,

Mrs Sultan Wood, that provided us with all

information we needed. Sometimes the best

system cannot replace a good and competent

and helpful consultant. We will appreciate

the interaction with persons than systems

and Web forms.”
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Housekeeping

This event is being recorded in its entirety. A link to the full recordings will be shared with 
participants afterwards

All presentations will be available at the HSbooster.eu website straight after the webinar

Please don’t activate your microphone and videos unless the host gives you 
permission

Please do ask questions. Use the                                             for any questions, and we’ll 
also try to answer things directly in the chat.

If you do not see the buttons at the bottom of the Zoom window, move the mouse on 
that window and buttons will appear

If you experience bad quality in audio, try switching off your video (webcam button at 
the bottom of your Zoom screen)



GET IN TOUCH WITH US!

www.hsbooster.eu @HSboosterEU /company/hsbooster-eu HSboosterEU

THANKS! 
Click to edit Master subtitle style

https://www.hsbooster.eu/
https://twitter.com/HSboosterEU
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hsbooster-eu
https://www.youtube.com/@hsboostereu22-24
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